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HYBRID WORKING IS HERE  
TO STAY, BUT EVOLVING
In 2023, ‘hybrid work’ will just become ‘work’.  It will no longer be a trend, 
but normal everyday working life.

In addition to equipping remote workers for easy, secure collaboration many 
organizations now face the challenge of incorporating video into their office 
spaces in a way that allows equal participation for remote participants. 

As an IT leader, you help connect people, spaces, and technology to allow 
for seamless communication both in the office and beyond. 

Use this guide to choose the right technology to make it easy for everyone 
to fully participate whether they’re in a small, medium, or large meeting 
room; at their desk in the office or at home; or anywhere else. 25%

IN-PERSON MEETINGS 
WILL DROP TO

of enterprise meetings.5

Gartner predicts that by 2024,

43%
OF REMOTE WORKERS

say they do not feel included in meetings.1

Microsoft reports that
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WORKSTYLES AND WORKSPACES
There are two key considerations for choosing audio and video solutions that 
enable your employees to be connected and productive: how they work and 
where they work. 

Many factors go into selecting cameras, headsets, and phones for individuals, 
including job function, personal preferences, workstyle, and location. For 
shared spaces, the priority is video conferencing solutions that let everyone 
be clearly seen and heard. 

We can help you identify the right solutions for your employees and business. 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR YOUR WORKFORCE

FOR WORKSTYLES 
Consider that 97% of your 
workforce can be classified into six 
different worker personas4. These 
are based on where they spend most 
of their day, how many devices they 
use to communicate, and the specific 
challenges they face while working.  
Want to drive productivity? Provide 
the right equipment and user 
experiences for these workstyles. 

FOR WORKSPACES 
Workspaces require two 
considerations: the experience 
of those in the space and that of 
everyone else on the call. A small 
focus space will have different audio 
and video needs than a conference 
room. A desk in a private office or 
at home may not require the noise-
limiting technology you’d find in a 
higher-density environment like a 
customer support floor. 
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VIRTUAL 
MEETING 
CHALLENGES  
TO TACKLE
Professional-grade headsets, 
speakerphones, and video 
conferencing systems are the 
equalizers that elevate the 
virtual meeting experience  
for everyone — no matter  
where they work. 

Consider these 
key questions and 
enabling technologies 
when planning your 
collaboration strategy 
for hybrid working.

DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS
QUESTIONS TO ASK

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
KEY FEATURES TO LOOK FOR

GROUP AUDIO  
AND VIDEO
Configure your meeting 
rooms with smart 
conference phones or 
all-in-one video and 
audio systems to create 
frictionless meeting 
experiences.

• What meeting space sizes do we have  
in our office?

• How many of our meeting spaces  
are equipped with video to support 
remote participants?

• How will our current meeting spaces  
be used?

• How many participants are expected  
in each meeting room?

 � Smart camera technology to quickly frame 
participants or track the active speaker so  
remote participants can follow the conversation.

 � Intelligent noise blocking to minimize non-verbal 
interference like typing and snacking.

 � Wide angle FOV and 4K quality to clearly show 
the whole room, at any size.

PERSONAL VIDEO  
CONFERENCING 
When setting up a personal 
cubicle, focus room, 
or shared office space, 
external webcams, or 
USB video bars should be 
deployed for professional-
grade video clarity.

• Are the workspaces private or shared?

• Are the workspaces at home or in  
the office?

• Are hybrid workers transitioning 
between multiple locations?

• Is poor or low lighting a problem?

 � Full HD camera for a clear picture in  
any environment.

 � Low-light compensation to combat poorly  
lit spaces.

 � Intelligent noise blocking to minimize all levels 
of background noise.

 � Directional microphones for clear, distraction 
free audio in any environment.

 � Accessibility features that support physical and 
cognitive abilities.

PERSONAL AUDIO
Whether employees are 
working from a busy 
call center or in a home 
environment backdropped 
by constant noise and 
distractions, ensure that 
your audio quality is top-
tier with professional-
grade headsets, desktop 
speakerphones, or business 
phones.

• Are the workspaces private or shared?

• Are the workspaces at home or in  
the office?

• Are hybrid workers transitioning 
between multiple locations?

• Are workers dealing with sensitive 
information?

• Is background noise a problem?

• What are the users’ headset-wearing 
preferences (mono or binaural; corded 
or wireless; over-the-ear or in-the-ear, 
etc.)?

 � Headsets with Active Noise Canceling and noise-
canceling microphones to block out background 
noise at both ends of the call.

 � DECT™ or Bluetooth® for the freedom to move 
around and wirelessly connect to devices or,

 � Wired (or corded) headsets for unlimited talk 
time and no charging necessary.

 � Headset features like voice cues, mute indicator 
lights, battery life indicators, and simple power 
on/off that increase productivity.

 � Accessibility features that support physical and 
cognitive disabilities.

 � Speakerphones that let users control volume and 
mute/unmute, and provide high audio clarity.



In this new workplace, IT must deal with a massive assortment of devices. 
The ability to provision and manage them will make the difference between 
an enterprise that seamlessly adapts to the future of work and one that, 
well, doesn’t. 

WHEN EVALUATING COMMUNICATION SOLUTIONS, THERE ARE FOUR KEY THINGS TO CONSIDER: 

DEVICE MONITORING  
AND MANAGEMENT 
To get the most out of your 
tech, make sure it offers 
rich monitoring and insight 
capabilities — this will let 
you keep a pulse on device 
status, meeting performance, 
and end-user experience. 
Troubleshoot issues quickly 
and maintain centralized 
performance information.

INTEROPERABILITY 
No matter which unified 
communications (UC) 
platform you choose, your 
users will need to connect 
to a variety of different 
platforms, depending on the 
needs of a client, partner, or 
prospect. Make sure your 
audio and visual technology 
has the flexibility to work 
with any platform.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT 
Uptime is all-important.  
A distributed workforce means 
you’ll need extra support 
to meet your org’s uptime 
requirements. Poly experts can 
help you assess, evaluate, and 
recommend everything from 
the right cloud collaboration 
platform and devices to 
changes that should be made  
to your network, security, 
remote monitoring capabilities, 
and user adoption strategies.

SECURITY 
Keep in mind that every 
communication device is 
an endpoint that needs 
to be regularly monitored 
and enhanced. Between 
cyberattacks that can take 
your business offline, and 
data privacy regulations like 
HIPAA, GDPR, and ISO, you 
have to hold security to the 
highest standard. 

IT MANAGEMENT

01 0402 03

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
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“  “As distance and remote working continues for many organizations, the 
need for a wide variety of UCC integrated devices will remain a top priority. 
No other vendor comes close to Poly’s deep portfolio of devices for home, 
office, and everywhere in between.”

ALAA SAAYED
INDUSTRY DIRECTOR, 
FROST AND SULLIVAN
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CONFERENCE ROOM   |   HUDDLE SPACE   |   AT THE DE SK   |   FLE XIBLE & REMOTE WORKER

DESK TOPCONFERENCE HE ADSET SVIDEO

OUR END-TO-END PORTFOLIO OF SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES, ACROSS EVERY WORKST YLE AND SPACE. 

INCLUDES INTEGR ATION WITH KEY UC PLATFORMS. 

Centralized Management & Global Services

POLY  
END-TO-END 
SOLUTIONS
To create a hybrid work 
environment that meets 
employee needs and 
supports collaboration and 
productivity, you need more 
than smart technology. You 
need a strategic partner that 
makes buying, adoption, and 
support as simple as possible. 

That’s where Poly can help. 
We offer solutions for every 
workstyle and workspace: 
headsets, video devices, 
desk and conference phones, 
management software, and 
global services and support.



VOYAGER FOCUS 2
Premium Stereo Bluetooth Headset

BL ACKWIRE 8225
Premium Corded UC Headset

SAVI 8200 OFFICE AND UC
Wireless DECT™ Headset System

POLY STUDIO P5
Professional Webcam

POLY STUDIO P15
Personal Video Bar

POLY SYNC 20
USB/Bluetooth  

Smart Speakerphone

CCX 505
Entry-Level Phone  
with Touchscreen

VOYAGER 4320
Premium Stereo USB/Bluetooth Headset

Make it simple to connect and collaborate with the highest standards,  
no matter where employees work. 

AT THE DESK (HOME OR OFFICE)
POLY WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS

8
Our product specialists can help you find the right mix of solutions for your workforce and advise you 
on current offers and free trials.

POLY EDGE E500
IP Desk Phone



Our mobile solutions provide phenomenal noise cancellation and the 
highest-possible audio quality.

VOYAGER 8200 UC
Bluetooth Stereo Headset

VOYAGER 6200 UC
Bluetooth Neckband Headset

VOYAGER 5200 AND UC 
Mono Bluetooth Headset System

POLY SYNC 20 
USB/Bluetooth 

Smart Speakerphone

VOYAGER FREE 60+ 
Enterprise wireless  
Bluetooth Earbuds

POLY STUDIO P5 
Professional Webcam

ON THE GO
POLY WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
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Our product specialists can help you find the right mix of solutions for your workforce and advise you 
on current offers and free trials.



From impromptu brainstorms to weekly check-ins with remote coworkers, 
help your employees have big conversations in even the smallest of spaces. 

POLY STUDIO SMALL ROOM 
BUNDLE FOR ZOOM ROOMS

Room System for Zoom Rooms

FOCUS AND SMALL CONFERENCE ROOMS
POLY WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
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Our product specialists can help you find the right mix of solutions for your workforce and advise you 
on current offers and free trials.

TRIO 8300
Smart Conference Phone

POLY STUDIO 
FOCUS ROOM KIT

Room System for Microsoft 
Teams Rooms

POLY STUDIO SMALL ROOM KIT
Room System for Microsoft  

Teams Rooms

POLY STUDIO R30
USB Video Bar  

for Small Conference Rooms

POLY STUDIO X30
All-In-One Video Bar  

for Small Conference Rooms

POLY SYNC 40
USB/Bluetooth Smart Speakerphone  

for Conference Rooms



Some of your workforce’s most important conversations take place in the conference 
room. Make it easy for everyone to connect and communicate via automatic 
production rules and simple one-touch interfaces.

MEDIUM AND LARGE CONFERENCE ROOMS
POLY WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
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Our product specialists can help you find the right mix of solutions for your workforce and advise you 
on current offers and free trials.

POLY STUDIO MEDIUM 
ROOM BUNDLE FOR 

ZOOM ROOMS
Room Systems for Zoom Rooms

POLY STUDIO  
MEDIUM ROOM KIT 
Room System for Microsoft 

Teams Rooms

POLY SYNC 60
USB/Bluetooth Smart Speakerphone  

for Conference Rooms

TRIO C60
Smart Conference Phone

POLY STUDIO L ARGE 
ROOM BUNDLE FOR 

ZOOM ROOMS
Room Systems for  

Zoom Rooms

POLY STUDIO L ARGE  
ROOM KIT FOR  

MICROSOFT TEAM ROOMS
Room System for  

Microsoft Teams Rooms

POLY STUDIO X50
All-In-One Video Bar for 

Mid-sized Rooms

 POLY STUDIO X70
All-In-One Video Bar for 

Large Rooms

POLY G7500
Modular Video Conferencing 

System for Large Rooms



Your customer service representatives need crystal-clear communication to 
provide the highest quality interaction possible. Here’s how to provide it. 

ENCOREPRO 700 SERIES
Customer Service Headset

V V X 350
6-Line, Mid-Range  

IP Desk Phone

SAVI 8200 OFFICE AND UC
 Wireless DECT™ 
Headset System

DA85
Smarter Digital Adapter  

for QD Headsets

ENCOREPRO 500 SERIES
Customer Service Headset

DA75
Smarter Digital Adapter  

for QD Headsets

SAVI 7300 OFFICE SERIES
Ultra-Secure Wireless DECT™ 

Headset System

POLY STUDIO P5
Professional Webcam

IN THE CONTACT CENTER
POLY WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS
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Our product specialists can help you find the right mix of solutions for your workforce and advise you 
on current offers and free trials.
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POLY LENS

• Cloud-based insights and management 
for your Poly device investment in 
video, voice, and headsets.

• Intelligent news-feed like device 
highlights that identify the most 
important actions and insights.

• Comprehensive inventory management 
that ensures systems are running at 
peak performance.

• Leverage premium software capabilities 
with Poly+ licensing agreement.

POLY CLARITI

• All-in-one private meeting platform 
deployed on-premise, private, or 
hosted cloud.

• Includes call signaling, firewall traversal, 
multi-point, device management, and 
collaboration software.

• Offers device monitoring and call 
detail reporting to measure success 
and areas needing attention.

• Connect from anywhere with 
your PC or Mac via browser-based 
collaborative software.

POLY REALCONNECT

• Cloud-based services that connect 
traditional video conferencing 
systems to Microsoft Teams or  
Skype for Business.

IT TOOLS
There are three keys to user success:  
ease-of-use, reliability, and quality. The best 
way to deliver these is to centrally manage 
and monitor devices. Poly solutions can be 
self-managed by enterprise IT, or remotely 
monitored and managed by Poly. We’ll 
even provide remote or on-site high-touch 
consultative services to help you set up 
your teams for success. Our experts provide 
solutions to help you deploy, manage, 
monitor, and troubleshoot an end-to-end 
suite of devices. 
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SUPPORT SERVICES
Each environment is unique, so our support service options provide the right level of assistance and technical expertise, when and where you need it.  
Upgraded Poly solutions are rock solid, but if an incident occurs, you’re covered. 
• Advance hardware replacement with pre-paid next day shipping assures business continuity.
• Exclusive professional services discounts save your business time and money. 
• Upgraded access to premium software elevates the collaborative experience with IT tools and device-specific enhancements for superior usability  

and adoption across the entire enterprise.

IT SERVICES  
AND SUPPORT

MANAGED SERVICES
Poly Managed Services reduce the burden on your internal teams with remote 
monitoring, management, hosting services, and 24/7 technical support.
• The Poly Remote Monitoring service, based on ITIL framework, saves you 

the expense and complexity of building and managing your own platform. 
Data gathering tools expertly monitor your collaboration and infrastructure 
environments round the clock.

• With Poly Remote Monitoring and Management, we can help you with event, 
incident and problem management for your ongoing collaboration operations. 
Our team of experts proactively detects and solves problems and accelerates 
the return on your technology investments.

• Poly Private Managed Services deliver, manage and support a variety of Poly 
and non-Poly collaboration solutions. These can be hosted in your own data 
center, or privately in the cloud.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Poly will work with you to reduce risk, tailor solutions, conserve resources,  
speed deployment, and ensure everyone gets the most out of your  
collaboration investments.
• Upfront planning and design services ensure you get the right solution for your 

environment, based on your business requirements and goals. We understand 
the technical interdependencies and have tested use cases to save you time, 
resources, and money in the long run.

• Deployment services help minimize disruption to your existing production 
environment and reduce implementation time for a faster operational start.

• Optimize your solutions investment with expert resources and proven 
methodologies. Understand the current performance of your network  
and collaboration products, and get actionable insights.

Let’s work together to achieve your goals through any or all phases from  
planning and design, deployment to optimization.
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UC PLATFORM 
INTEROPERABILITY
Poly solutions provide standards-based interoperability, 
giving your workforce the flexibility to easily switch 
between unified communications (UC) platforms. Our device 
interfaces are intuitive and easy to use, helping you reduce 
IT support calls, and maximize your return on investment. 

Even better, Poly devices natively integrate with both 
Microsoft Teams and Zoom, the two leading UC platforms. 
That means they’ll share a consistent user interface, making 
it easy to shift between various devices as needed. 
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CONSTANT INNOVATION
Poly brings a heritage of innovation to solutions for 
hybrid working. But that’s not all that sets Poly apart. 
There’s also our proprietary research and thoughtful 
development. That’s what makes the difference in our 
technology and overall user experience. 

POLY NOISEBLOCKAI

Say goodbye to interruptions caused by loud typing, paper shuffling, and noisy 
hallways. NoiseBlockAI uses advanced machine learning algorithms to identify  
and remove unwanted noise from meetings — even while someone is speaking. 

POLY ACOUSTIC FENCE

Create an invisible “bubble” where sounds outside it aren’t heard while voices 
inside it are heard clearly. Deployed on certain Poly headsets, phones, and video 
conferencing solutions, Poly Acoustic Fence blocks out distracting sounds such  
as noisy neighbors and barking dogs.

PEOPLE FRAMING

Creates a close-up frame for each in-person participant and presents them  
in a single stream composited gallery. People framing works with up to six  
people in the room, and will switch to group framing with seven or more  
for a better experience.

AUTOMATIC SPEAKER FRAMING

Frame and zoom the camera on the active speaker(s) in a conference room, 
switching automatically as different participants are speaking. Speaker framing 
uses TV production rules to make your teams look their best — without having  
to hassle with remotes or presets.

ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION

Eliminate background sounds before they even reach the ear. By inverting 
incoming soundwaves in the headset, employees can focus on their conversation 
and not the air conditioning unit in the next room.

SOUNDGUARD TECHNOLOGY

Ensure a superior — and safe — audio experience. Poly headsets come equipped 
with a fail-safe acoustic protection technology, called SoundGuard™ that protects 
against acoustic shock by limiting sounds and noise exposure.
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BUILD THE FUTURE 
OF WORK TODAY
Where we work has changed. How we work has changed. Our 
collaboration styles have changed. Adapting to this reality takes tech 
that supports equal participation for everyone, whether they’re dialing 
in from group or personal spaces in the office, at home, or on the go.

The union of Poly and HP brings together two leaders to give you a 
broad ecosystem of solutions that deliver innovation and ease across 
your hybrid work environment. We’re building the future of work in an 
age where hybrid is just the beginning.

Count on us to create work experiences that allow your people to 
connect, collaborate, and perform at their best. We can help you plan, 
design, deploy, and optimize a hybrid work strategy that can adapt as 
employee needs, behaviors, and workstyles change.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP.

Learn more at poly.com

©2023 Poly. DECT is a trademark of ETSI. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Manufactured by Plantronics, Inc. 1.23  1305947
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5 Gartner, Effective Meetings for a Hybrid Workforce, July 28, 2021

“  “Working from home doesn’t have to mean 
reduced productivity. Business-grade 
audio and video tools let your people 
communicate effectively and reliably, even 
while working in ‘less than ideal’ locales. 
When you equip your workers properly, 
you make working from home what it 
should be — a wise business decision, not 
a compromise.” 

IRA M. WEINSTEIN
MANAGING PARTNER, RECON RESEARCH 

www.poly.com
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